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GRADE UNCERTAINTY AND ITS IMPACT ON ORE GRADE RECONCILIATION BETWEEN 
THE RESOURCE MODEL AND THE MINE

NIEPEWNOŚĆ ODNOŚNIE JAKOŚCI ZŁOŻA I JEJ WPŁYW NA ZGODNOŚĆ 
POMIĘDZY MODELOWANĄ I FAKTYCZNĄ JAKOŚCIĄ ZŁOŻA RUDY

Major differences between estimated grade and actual grade are a usual problem in many open pit 
mines. The estimated grade is predicted in exploration stage from data obtained from boreholes, whereas 
the actual grade would be determined only after the mining operation. The poor reconciliation between 
the values of estimated and actual grades can cause major economic losses to the mining industry. Many 
different factors affect the reconciliation process in a mining operation. The nature of the orebody, the 
random uncertainty and the systematic errors are three main sources affecting the reconciliation process 
in exploration stage of the orebody. In this paper each source of uncertainty is studied and a probabilistic 
model is presented to determine the role of each item in total uncertainty of the grade parameter. The 
model ability was investigated in the study of real data taken from an iron open pit mine in Iran. The 
results showed the systematic uncertainty, the nature of the orebody and the random uncertainty are the 
main causes of poor reconciliation in the case study respectively.
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Poważne rozbieżności pomiędzy szacowaną a rzeczywistą jakością złóż rudy stanowią typowy problem 
w wielu kopalniach odkrywkowych. Szacowaną jakość określa się na etapie prac poszukiwawczych, na 
podstawie danych z otworów zaś rzeczywistą klasę złóż określić można jedynie w trakcie prac wydo-
bywczych. Niewielka zgodność pomiędzy danymi szacunkowymi a rzeczywistymi powodować może 
znaczne straty fi nansowe dla sektora wydobywczego. Wiele rożnych czynników ma wpływ na poziom 
zgodności pomiędzy tymi danymi: charakter złoża rudy, niepewność losowa i błędy systemowe to trzy 
główne czynniki warunkujące poziom zgodności na etapie prac poszukiwawczych. W artykule tym zba-
dano te trzy główne źródła i zaproponowano model probabilistyczny dla określania roli poszczególnych 
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czynników przyczyniających się do powstania niepewności odnośnie parametrów jakości złoża. Możli-
wości modelu przebadano na podstawie danych rzeczywistych uzyskanych z kopalni odkrywkowej rud 
żelaza w Iranie. Wyniki wskazują, że niepewność systemowa, charakter złoża i niepewność losowa w tej 
kolejności stanowią trzy główne czynniki warunkujące niewielki poziom zgodności pomiędzy danymi 
prognozowanymi a rzeczywistymi.

Słowa kluczowe: klasa złoża, niepewność, poziom zgodności, kopalnia odkrywkowa

1. Introduction

Reconciliation is a simple concept that is often diffi cult to apply. Ore grade reconciliation 
is a time-consuming process in a mining operation. Poor reconciliation may result in the long 
term in a pit being incorrectly optimized, in the medium term cash fl ow predictions may be 
disastrously inaccurate, and in the short term the allocation of ore and waste material by grade 
control may be wrong (Thomas & Snowden, 1990). For Canada and USA a World Bank survey 
showed that 73% of mining projects failed due to the problems in their ore reserve estimates, 
which led to a loss of US$1106 million in capital investment (Vallee, 2000; Dimitrakopoulos, 
2007). Many efforts carry out in order to improve the estimation process such as optimization of 
additional exploratory boreholes (Soltani & Hezarkhani, 2009) but many different mines failed 
to estimate the ore grade accurately; it means the procedure of grade estimation in exploration 
stage has been unsuccessful (Burmister, 1988; Knoll, 1989; Clow, 1991). Rossi and Parker 
(1993) have shown 20 mines out of 39 mines failed to estimate the ore grade accurately. Similar 
reports have been published showing the impact of poor grade reconciliation on the economic 
condition of a mining company (Baker & Giacomo, 1998; Carrasco et al., 2004).Unfortunately 
large differences between reserve estimation and actual production are not unknown in the min-
ing industry (Schofi eld, 2001). A complete reconciliation needs a complex system of data from 
various packages and databases (Morely, 2003). The results of such a complex system are used 
to defi ne annual factors that can be applied to estimations to have a better reconciliation between 
the resource model and the mine production (for example Bischoff & Morely, 1993; Elliot et 
al, 1997; Pevely, 2001). Poor reconciliation, despite adequate grade control sampling and good 
geological control, causes irreparable disadvantages in many of open pit gold mines in Australia 
(Snowden, 2000). Fifty percent under estimation of ounces mined has been reported from Sunrise 
open pit gold mine (Haren & Williams, 2000). Very poor reconciliation was reported by Elliot et 
al. (2001) at McKinnons open pit gold mine for low grade materials. Burmister (1988) and Warren 
(1991) provide an analysis of reconciliation of 35 gold mines where there was an overestimation 
of the production grade by 58 percent in the worst case. Schofi eld (2001), Morely (2003) and 
Noppe (2004) have highlighted the importance of accurate and precise estimation of ore grade 
for different types of ore bodies.

The reconciliation process can be segregated into different stages (Crawford, 2003). The aim 
of this paper is to develop a probabilistic model to improve reconciliation between the exploration 
model and the mine. In this stage of reconciliation the model focuses on the factors fall in the 
exploration area, so the impact of factors related to mine or production phases on reconciliation 
process will not be considered.
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2. The sources of grade uncertainty in exploration stage

Before presenting the probabilistic model, it is necessary to fi nd the most important param-
eters which affect the reconciliation process in exploration stage and must be considered in the 
model. The major parameters in this area are introduced below.

2.1. The nature of the orebody

The natural variability of the orebody affects the estimation process of the ore grade. The 
nugget effect, in a variogram function, indicates the natural or inherent variability of the orebody. 
High natural variability can increase the amount of misclassifi cation because deciding whether 
a block is ore or waste in a high nugget effect environment is too problematic.

2.2. Random uncertainty 

The statistics of grade parameter are subject to uncertainty because of the insuffi cient number 
of fi eld sampling. This type of uncertainty is called random or statistical uncertainty because its 
value decreases with increasing the number of samples.

2.3. Systematic errors

Limited number of samples causes the random uncertainty but there is another type of error 
which has no relationship with the number of samples. These errors exist because of differences 
between real (in situ) and laboratory conditions due to factors such as scale effect and anisotropy. 
The discrepancy between blasthole and borehole samples cannot be resolved by increasing the 
number of samples. This type of error is called systematic error. The study scale in grade estima-
tion process differs from the scale in which the actual grade is measured due to the borehole`s 
diameter, in open pit mining method, being smaller than blasthole`s diameter and the borehole`s 
density being less than blasthole`s density. These are the sources of systematic errors which af-
fects the accuracy of estimated grade and hence reconciliation process.

Studying the literature of reconciliation process shows that increasing the number of sam-
ples in order to improve reconciliation usually yields with no success (Thomas and Snowden, 
1990; Snowden, 2000; Elliot et al., 2001). In particular, Magri and Ortiz (2000) have shown that 
the optimum classifi cation of materials to ore and waste cannot be reached even using samples 
without errors.

3. The probabilistic model

Statistically, the best estimate of an unknown parameter is the mean or expected value and 
the uncertainties can be expressed in the form of variance or standard deviation or coeffi cient 
of variation (C.O.V.).
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If the grade estimator considers the natural variability of the grade parameter then two 
correction factors will be needed to reconcile the estimated grade with actual grade. These cor-
rection factors must be applied to correct the statistical uncertainty and systematic errors. This 
can be written in the form of

 G C C Ga r s e=  (1)

Where Ga and Ge represent the actual and estimated grade, respectively and the natural 
variability is accounted for in estimated grade. Cr and Cs are the correction factors applied to 
rectify statistical and systematic errors, respectively.

Using fi rst order uncertainty analysis model the mean value of actual grade can be calcu-
lated as

 G C C Ga r s e=  (2)

where the bars show the mean value of each parameter.
Also the uncertainty can be described as coeffi cient of variation which is the proportion of 

the standard deviation to the mean value and hence the C.O.V. is dimensionless. This parameter 
can be defi ned for actual grade as

 CV CV CV CVG G C Ca e r s
≅ + +2 2 2  (3)

In this equation the CVs are the C.O.V. corresponding to each parameter.
For n independent samples the mean value of estimated grade can be calculated as
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The uncertainty derived from inherent variability can be expressed as:
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Base on central limit theorem (CLT) the distribution of G–e is normal and has a mean value 

and variance of μ and 
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, respectively. Here, μ is the average of the mean values in n independ-

ent observations. The standard deviation of this distribution, called standard error of the mean 
value, can be calculated as
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where SEG
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e
 is the standard error of estimated grade.

The random uncertainty depends on statistical error which decreases with increasing number 
of samples. The C.O.V. for the correction factor of Cr can be calculated as below:
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The combination of equations 7 and 8 can be expressed as 
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The mean value of Cr, C
–

r, is taken as 1 because only random statistical error is consid-
ered.

The scale effect and anisotropy are the two major factors causing systematic errors affecting 
reconciliation process. The mean value of correction factor accounting for systematic uncertainty, 
C
–

s, can be calculated as 
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where C–i is the mean value of Cis which are correction factors accounting for the i th systematic 
error.

The C.O.V. of Cs, CVCs
, can be quantifi ed as
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where CVCi
 is the C.O.V. of Ci.

There are two systematic errors affecting the reconciliation process and hence two correction 
factors would be required as C1 and C2 to account for scale effect and anisotropy, respectively. 
So equations 10 and 11 can be rewritten as 

 C C Cs = 1 2  (12)

 CV CV CVC C Cs
= +

1 2

2 2  (13)
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The overall uncertainty of actual grade in the reconciliation process can be expressed as 
follows:
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The combination of equations 16 and 6 leads to
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In order to quantify the uncertainty due to systematic errors the C.O.V. of each correction 
factor namely C1 and C2 must be determined. There are different methods to quantify the statisti-
cal parameters of these correction factors depending on available data set. If appropriate data at 
different scales, which demonstrates the scale and anisotropy effects, is available then the statisti-
cal parameters of the correction factors such as mean and C.O.V. can be calculated using simple 
statistical equations such as those presented before. In cases where there is no appropriate data 
but the range of each correction factor was specifi ed then the required statistical parameters can 
be quantifi ed using presented equations according to different distributions assumed for correction 
factors based on the experiences gained from experts (Ang & Tang, 1984). For example if the 
assumed distribution of X is truncated normal distribution, then the mean value and C.O.V. of X 
(X– and CVX) can be calculated from equations 17 and 18, respectively (See Figure 1) (Duzgun 
et al., 2002):
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where Xl and Xu are the lower and upper limits of X respectively.

The values of CVC1 and CVC2 needs to be determined in order to quantify the overall un-
certainty. To estimate CVC1 which accounts for scale effect an isotropic area where the effect of 
anisotropy can be discarded would be needed. The estimation of CVC2 can be carried out after 
determination of the value of CVC1.
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4. Case study

In this section the implementation of the proposed model in a real case study is presented. 
Chadormalou is a large iron deposit in Iran with 320 Mt of mineable reserve which is being 
mined using open pit mining method.

The block model dimension, which was constructed using Kriging estimator, is 25 m × 25 m 
× 15 m but the blastholes' pattern is 6 m × 7 m. Considering 3 m of subdrilling the blastholes' 
depth is 18 m.

4.1. Reconciliation condition in Chadormalou iron ore mine

In order to investigate the reconciliation condition in Chadormalou iron ore mine the reserve 
block model was used to compare the estimated grade with actual grade gathered from boreholes. 
Figure 2 shows the histograms of estimated and actual grades. Statistically, the structure of esti-

Fig. 1. Truncated normal distribution; Xl and Xu are the lower and upper limits of X (Duzgun et al., 2002)

Fig. 2. Histograms of estimated grade and actual grade which demonstrate two different statistical populations
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Fig. 3. Q-Q plots of estimated grade and actual grade

mated grade differs from the structure of actual grade in Chadormalou iron ore mine. The normal 
Q-Q plot of estimated and actual grades which is shown in Figure 3 confi rms this subject.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between estimated and actual grade of Chadormalou iron 
ore mine. This Figure demonstrates the poor reconciliation between estimated grade, calculated 
using Kriging estimator, and the actual grade, comes from blastholes data. The mining process 
suffers from such low degree of reconciliation specially for the purpose of a precise mine plan-
ning and design.

Applying a cut-off grade of 55% to each axis the misclassifi cation of exploited materials 
to ore and waste can be determined. This is shown in Figure 4 where most proportion of mis-
classifi cation is seen to belong to ore materials sent to waste dump mistakenly. The Statistical 
parameters of estimated and actual grades can be seen in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Statistical parameters of estimated and actual grades

Parameter Min (%) Max (%) Mean (%) Standard Deviation (%)
Estimated grade 29.77 63.65 50.69 6.06

Actual grade 5.4 69.57 58.54 5.87
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4.2. Calculating grade uncertainty 

In this section each source of uncertainty will be analyzed and the degree of their signifi cance 
in overall uncertainty will be determined.

4.2.1. Natural variability

The mean value and standard deviation of estimated grade, G–e and SGe
, calculated based 

on equations 4 and 5, as reported in Table 1, are equal to 50.69% and 6.06%, respectively. The 
statistics of estimated grade in Table 1 calculated from the whole data of reserve block model.

The C.O.V. of estimated grade from equation 6 equals

 
CVGe
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6 06

50 69
0 12. (%)

. (%)
.

 

This value seems to be good for the purpose of orebody modeling as a mineral deposit with 
a C.O.V. less than around 0.5 and expectation of high tonnage may be usefully modeled with 
different estimation methods (Schofi eld, 2001).

Fig. 4. Grade reconciliation condition in Chadormalou mine. The straight line indicates 1:1 slope. The dash 
lines show a cut off grade of 55% for each axis
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4.2.2. Random uncertainty

The number of borehole samples used in estimation process is 2232. The statistical uncer-
tainty which depends on the number of samples can be calculated from equation 9 as

 
CVCr

= = × −0 12
2232

2 54 10 3. .
 

4.2.3. Systematic errors

To quantify the systematic uncertainty it is necessary to determine the anisotropy exists in 
different area of the mine and then apply the required correction factors to remedy the sources 
of each systematic error such as scale effect and anisotropy. To calculate correction factors 
corresponding to scale effect one could consider an area with no anisotropy. This discards the 
anisotropy effect and therefore allows the scale effect on reconciliation process to be determined. 
Variogram, which represents the dispersion of variables, is a powerful function for studying 
anisotropy. The variogram maps were computed to distinguish the anisotropic areas of the 
Chadormalou deposit. As an example, variogram map corresponding to an anisotropic level of 
the deposit is shown in Figure 5.

The variogram map provides visual picture of variogram in every compass direction. This 
allows one to more easily fi nd the appropriate principal axis for defi ning the anisotropic variogram 
model. A transect in any single direction is equivalent to the variogram in that direction.

Fig. 5. Variogram map for level 1480 (m), Chadormalou iron ore mine
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Table 2 shows the statistics of the correction factor accounting for scale effect, C1, for the 
isotropic levels of the mine.

TABLE 2

The statistics of the correction factor accounting for scale effect (C1)

Range Max Min C.O.V. Standard deviation Mean
0.61 1.44 0.83 0.10 0.12 1.18

Table 3 shows the statistical parameters of estimated grade, actual grade and the correction 
factors for anisotropic levels of the mine.

TABLE 3

The statistical parameters related to anisotropic area of the mine

Parameter Estimated grade Actual grade Correction factor (Cs)
Mean 54.80 52.07 1.01

Variance 4.49 54.04 0.02
C.O.V. 25.86 7.08 7.14

The correction factor in Table 3 accounts for both scale effect and anisotropy. It is now 
necessary to fi nd the proportion of anisotropy in correction factor which was cited in Table 3. 
Equation 12 can be rewritten as
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The mean value of C2 accounting for anisotropy can be calculated from equation 22 as
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In equation 20 to calculate term Cov
C

Cs( , )1

1
 fi rstly the relationship between 1

1C
 and Cs 

must be determined. Figure 6 shows the best interpolated line and corresponding correlation 
equation. The denoted term can be quantifi ed using the slope of the fi tted line as
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Or
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The mean value and variance of 1
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Fig. 6. The relationship between two correction factors 1

1C
 and Cs
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The C.O.V. of C2 can be calculated as 
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Now the uncertainty of actual grade can be calculated using equation 15. Replacing numeri-
cal values of parameters into equation 15 gives the C.O.V. of actual grade as
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This value presents the uncertainty of actual grade for the whole orebody.

4.2.4. Improving reconciliation

In order to analyze the impact of correction factors on improvement of grade estimation 
and hence the reconciliation process, each area with determined actual grade was considered. 
Variograghy analysis was down and for isotropic areas only a correction factor (C–1) and for ani-
sotropic areas two required correction factors (C–1 and C–2) were applied to the estimated grade in 
order to improve the reconciliation process due to scale effect and anisotropy. Figure 7 shows the 
new status of reconciliation for Chadormalou iron ore mine after applying correction factors.

Fig. 7. Modifi ed Estimated and actual grade after applying required correction factors for Chadormalou iron 
ore mine. The straight lines indicate a cut off grade of 55% for each axis
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Comparison of Figures 4 and 7 shows applying the correction factors to remedy scale effect 
and anisotropy has improved the amount of reconciliation. To have a better comparison between 
Figures 4 and 7 and to see the effect of correction factors, an overlay scatter diagram was drawn 
to show the effect of correction factors on reconciliation process and the degree of misclassifi ed 
materials to ore and waste in Chadormalou iron ore mine. Figure 8 shows the overlay scatter 
diagram.

Fig. 8. The overlay scatter diagram of two pairs of data. The blue and red markers indicate actual-estimated 
grade and actual-modifi ed estimated grade pairs respectively

Figure 8 shows applying the correction factors to estimated grade values can tangibly de-
crease the amount of ore materials sent to waste dump mistakenly. However a small increasing is 
seen in the amount of waste materials sent to mill due to applying the correction factors but this 
disadvantage, in compare with the gained excellence because of applying the correction factors, 
is small enough to be discarded. It is necessary to mention that the number of grade values used 
to calculate correction factors is negligible in compare with the grade values modifi ed using these 
correction factors, hence a small set of reliable data would be enough to calculate the correction 
factors and remedy each source of uncertainty.
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5. Conclusion

A probabilistic model was presented in this paper to quantify the ore grade uncertainty. The 
sources of uncertainty divided to three main parts namely natural variability, random uncertainty 
and systematic errors with respect to grade reconciliation process. This model can be used for 
every type of ore deposit but in this study the proposed model was applied in data taken from 
Chadormalou iron ore mine in Iran. The proportion of each source of uncertainty in decreasing 
the degree of reconciliation was calculated. The results indicated that the effective sources of 
uncertainty on reconciliation process in Chadormalou mine are systematic uncertainty, inherent 
variability and statistical uncertainty, respectively.

The natural variability of grade parameter was considered in grade estimator but for each 
type of other uncertainties a correction factor was considered to apply to estimated grade values 
to reconcile them with the actual grade values. The amount of reconciliation was improved by 
applying appropriate correction factors to the estimated grade values for Chadormalou iron ore 
mine.
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